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merely an insulated conductor provided with an adequate means of electric discharge—sharp point, flame, ionizing salt, or " dropper"—that brings it, and all other conductors with which it is electrically connected, to the potential in the air at the point of discharge.
The electrometer, one element of which is connected to the " collector,' * and thus brought to its potential, while the other is grounded, or connected to a " collector" at a different level, may be any one of several types. Those generally used at present are the Thomson quadrant, Bendorf registering (adaptation of the Thomson quadrant), Wulf bifilar, and Einthoven single-fiber. The quadrant type must be kept stationary, but the others are not so restricted and give good results, even on shipboard and in balloons.
Potential Gradient near the Surface.—The vertical potential gradient near the surface of the earth, due to the total charge on the earth plus charges locally induced by clouds or otherwise, varies greatly with location, season, hour, and weather conditions. It even reverses signs, frequently, during thunderstorms, but its general average over the sea and level land areas, during fine weather, appears to be of the order of 10O volts per meter, in response to a negative surface charge.
Location Effect.—Since the earth is a conductor, it is obvious that the distribution on its surface and the resulting vertical potential gradient will be so modified by topography as to be smaller in narrow valleys than on the neighboring ridges. Over level regions of the same elevation, the gradient appears to be largest in the interior of continents of the temperate zones, and least within the tropics, and also, perhaps, in very high latitudes.
Annual Variation.—The annual variation of the vertical potential gradient near the surface of the earth differs greatly from place to place. In general, it is comparatively small in tropical regions, and, also, everywhere on mountain tops, but large, as much in some cases as twice the annual average value, in the temperate zones where the gradient changes are, roughly, as follows: An increase during the fall and early winter to a maximum of perhaps 250 volts per meter, followed by a rapid decrease during spring to a moderately constant summer minimum of, roughly, 100 volts per meter.
Diurnal Variation.—The diurnal variation of the potential gradient, as illustrated by Fig. 140, after Bauer and Swann,1 changes with place, season and altitude. Its amplitude is greater along middle latitudes, in the interior of continents, than along low latitudes, or anywhere over the ocean; greater during winter, when it is single crested, than summer, when double crested. At moderate elevations, J^ kilometer or less, the gradient has only a single daily maximum and minimum, whatever its surface periods.
1 Publication 175, Vol. Ill, of the Carnegie Institution of Washington.

